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Robinson
Adjustable
Double Chaise
Daybed/
Loveseat

Robinson
Adjustable
Double Chaise
Daybed / Loveseat

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce
the Robinson Adjustable Double Chaise Daybed Loveseat.
European-inspired design and manufactured from the finest
Indonesian Teak, this versatile and innovative piece will be
everyone’s favorite. Stay in the shade with an available addon sunscreen option. Relax with 3 available recline positions
(plus the laying flat) position. Pull up the dual-use coffee
table / ottoman and you’ve got a full daybed to stretch out
C “Bee Wett”
and relax on. Featuring our revolutionary
drainable cushions and our pre-aged “Coastal” teak finish,
the Robinson will provide years of functionality, comfort, and
beauty.

Product Dimensions:
Height: 33.1”
Wide: 74.8”
Depth: 31.5”

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Weight: 123.2 lbs

Colors of Finishes Available:
Coastal Teak Finish (a pre-aged or whitewash look)

Designer:
Sako Wijma

Sunset West

C

Sabbia
Adjustable
Chaise Lounge

Product Description: Informed by mid-century design, Sabbia incorporates a
powder-coated aluminum frame and is expertly wrapped with premium,
modern materials. Inspired by the subtle tones of natural stone, Sabbia is
rendered in a satin white aluminum with natural colored all-weathered rope.
Operational/Functional Aspects: Fully welded, scratch-resistant powder-coated
aluminum frame in satin white finish. Wrapped in weather-resistant colorfast
rope in natural, weather resistant high-resiliency foam cushion. Stocked in
C
Premium Sunbrella fabric in Eco Ash without welt.
Colors of Finishes Available:

Sabbia
Adjustable
Chaise Lounge
Product Dimensions:
Width:28”
Depth: 78”
Height: 31”
Weight: 37 lbs.

Windward
Design Group

C

Waters Edge
Chaise

Product Description: MGP in (or out) of water contoured chaise
Operational/Functional Aspects: Tired of the pool chaises that look like recycled
Christmas decorations? No more filling your pool chaise with water so it doesn’t
float away and no more draining the water out of them in the off season for you
northerners. This MGP chaise is heavy enough to sit in the water without any
additional ballast. Can be used in or out of the water and comes in both a
chair and a chaise length. Using virgin MGP ensures that the chaise is easy to
C
clean and resistant to just about anything you can throw at it. Rated for
residential or commercial use.
Colors of Finishes Available:
Various MGP colors.

Waters Edge
Chaise
Product Dimensions:
Width: 23”
Length: 62”
Height: 37”
Weight:

